
Let Legrand | AV solutions give you 
a ticket to the best seat in the house.

HOME THEATER SOLUTIONS

CONNECT.
STREAM. 

PLAY.



CONNECT. STREAM. PLAY.
The feeling of luxury in a home theater begins with the elements you can’t see. Having the right 
pieces in the background ensures that the viewing experience stays front and center. Make 
your space the go-to spot for movie premieres (red carpet and celebrity cameos not included). 

Legrand | AV provides the solid foundation to support the key features to create the ultimate 
viewing experience.  Start with speaker mounts to create the perfect sonic surround. Keep the 
show running with power and thermal management tucked away. And be showtime ready 

with a screen that fits the size and brightness of your room.

Let Legrand | AV solutions give you a ticket to the best seat in the house.

EXPLORE HOME THEATER SOLTUIONS
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Organize and Store AV 
Devices Out of Sight

Hide Cables for 
a Clean Look

The 9” and 17”  in-wall device storage 
boxes allow you to mount AV 
components at the point of use, like 
directly behind the TV or other media 
centers. Constructed of Wi-Fi transparent 
plastic, they’re perfect for storing  Apple 
TV, Roku, Amazon Fire TV, network 
switches and more.

The in-wall power and cable management 
kits easily hide all cabling, including power, 
HDMI, coax, and Cat 5e/6 behind the wall, 
while powering the TV and other AV devices. 

Why We Love It

Advanced Tilt 4D 
Premium TV Mount

The ultimate home viewing experience begins with a TV that 
everyone can see. No more arguing over the best spot on the 
couch when you select a TV Mount that tilts, swivels, extends, 
and levels to the perfect viewing angle for everyone.

The Advanced Tilt 4D Mount allows you 
to tilt the TV in 4 different directions for 
maximum  swivel capability. It’s super 
easy to install, extending  6.8” from wall 
for convenient cabling access.

• Our Chief and Sanus brands offer the largest selection of universal 
and custom display mounts worldwide.

• Our mounts are designed to install quickly and easily without 
compromising on safety and quality.

• TV Mounts pair perfectly with our In-Wall Device Storage Boxes to 
easily organize and store streaming devices right behind the TV.

• Add on In-Wall Power and Cable Management solutions from 
On-Q and Sanus to keep power cords and network cables hidden 
in the wall and out of sight.

TV MOUNTING
SOLUTIONS

FOR EVERDAY ENTERTAINMENT SPACES

FOR TV MOUNTING
OUR TOP PICKS
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Save space and achieve placement perfection with stands, mounts, and 
accessories designed for your Sonos® Home Sound System and Amazon 
smart devices. The sleek design and integrated cable management 
ensure a completely seamless look while maximizing audio performance.

SPEAKER STANDS, 
MOUNTS, AND 
ACCESSORIES

FOR AMAZON AND SONOS

Optimize your listening experience with speaker stands, mounts, bases, and 
shelves designed specifically for use with the Sonos® Home Sound System.

Why We Love It

Echo & Echo Dot Echo Show 15
Save space with our mounts and 
outlet hanger solutions designed 
specifically for Echo and Echo Dot. 
Plug directly into an outlet anywhere 
in your home or mount the device to 
the wall in minutes.

Offering up to 30-degree tilt in 
landscape mode and up to 27-degree 
tilt in portrait, this stand is perfect for 
tabletop viewing and interaction. And 
the built-in cable management hides 
excess cord for a clean, finished look.

Extendable Soundbar Mount
For Sonos Arc™

Soundbar Mount
For Sonos Ray

Middle Atlantic RSH Shelf
For Sonos AMP™ : Can fit up to 6 Sonos 
AMPs on a shelf

Adjustable Height
Wireless Speaker Stand
For Sonos One™, Play:1®, Play:3®

FOR SONOS®
DESIGNED
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Why We Love It

Selecting the best projection screen is just as important as selecting 
the right projector. Da-Lite offers screen surfaces designed to 
maximize the technology in your projector by pairing it with screens 
designed for 4K and Ultra HD resolutions. Chief projector mounts offer 
flexible installation options and can be fine-tuned for a precise image. 
With cable management routing cabling out of the top of the mount, 
you can ensure the only thing  you’ll be seeing is your favorite content.

• Chief has a full selection of projector mounts for any installation – 
including convenient kit options to make ordering easier.

• Every Da-Lite screen is customized to your exact project 
specifications, ensuring the best viewing experience - every time.

• Da-Lite propriety projection surfaces are GREENGUARD and 
GREENGUARD Gold certified to meet and exceed stringent 
standards for indoor air quality and manufactured in the US.

PROJECTION 
SCREENS & MOUNTS

FOR HOME CINEMA OUR TOP PICKS

FOR SCREENS

FOR SCREEN SURFACES

The new cable drop feature for Tensioned Advantage® and 
Advantage ceiling recessed electric Screens. The suspension system 
features thin cables and gives the illusion of a floating screen.
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High-quality content requires an AV infrastructure that is up to 
the task. On-Q structured wiring solutions elevate home theater 
installations with reliable connections, convenient access points and 
simple cable management solutions.

DATA CONNECTIVITY 
& AV CABLES

FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

Data Connectivity

Our comprehensive offering of 
data connectivity solutions were 
designed to simplify installation 
and reduce time on-site.

AV Cables

A wide selection of AV cables and 
termination tools support today’s 
streaming content with the highest 
standard of performance.

Home Theater Connectivity 
Plates & Straps

HDMI Cables

Keystone Inserts & Wall Plates Audio Video CablesCable Access Wall Plates Cat 6A, 6, and
5E Patch Cables
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Protect the gear for your home theater with a rack from Legrand | AV. Our racks keep your electronic 
devices organized and secure so you can find what you need in an instant but secure from prying hands—
because no one wants a three-year-old reorganizing their cabling. And when paired with Legrand | AV 
power and thermal management, you can keep your equipment operating reliably for years to come.

AV RACKS

FOR HOME THEATER INSTALLATIONS

Why We Love Them

• Racks arrive fully assembled to minimize installation time

• Keep AV gear centralized in a single location

• Our racks offer thousands of custom configuration options 
to ensure every home need is met

• Tool-free accessories make installation 5x faster

It’s the #1 AV rack for a reason -  it 
is both Forward and Lever Lock™ 
compatible providing maximum 
mounting capacity on and off the 
rail and can host a suite of tool-free 
accessories.

The slide out rack perfect 
for easy rear access to 
equipment connections in 
millwork, cabinets and flush 
in-wall installations.

Save time, money, and the environment with 
the rack series designed with the residential 
industry in mind.  It is completely assembled 
at the factory and ships with pre-installed 
accessories to save contractors time in the 
field while eliminating packaging waste.

Want to see the BGR in action?

RACK ACCESSORIES
OUR FAVORITE 

Engineered to be 
aesthetically pleasing in the 
front and properly support 
equipment behind the plate, 
this series is designed to pair 
perfectly with Sonos Amps.

Mount small devices in the 
front or rear of the rack while 
maintaining flawless cable 
management.

Our brush grommet panel 
provides a clean, organized 
cable entry method when 
mounted above or below 
equipment in the rack.

Installing gear that isn’t rackmount 
ready? No problem. Our utility 
shelves are up to the task to 
ensure all the essential home 
gear can be housed in the Middle 
Atlantic rack of your choice.
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The gear for your home theater needs to be stored somewhere 
safe, accessible, and temperature controlled. Legrand | AV PDUs 
with flexible control options keep your system running and 
reliable. The ability to choose to control locally or virtually, via 
third party control system or cloud ensures system uptime and 
dependability while maximizing your equipment’s productivity. 
Install intelligent thermostatic controls to save energy, minimize 
unnecessary noise, and preserve the life of your equipment.

POWER AND THERMAL 
MANAGEMENT

FOR AV EQUIPMENT HOT PRODUCTS

• Middle Atlantic’s Series Protection detects a surge event prior to the event 
moving all the way through the inductor keeping AV investments – of often 
hundreds or even thousands of dollars -  protected. 

• With the NEXSYS UPSs everything is assembled and connected right from 
the factory saving you time during your installations.

• We make thermal management cool with smart, quiet, elegant way to keep 
electronics systems temperature controlled.

MANAGEMENT
THERMAL

Quiet Blower

CFM

Cabinet Coolors

Power Cool

The QBP-2 is quieter and puts 
out more CFM than other 1 space 
fan panels. This unit uses a pair 
of custom-designed blowers in a 
single rackspace.

Remove hot air from densely 
populated server enclosures... 
FAST!

Cabinet Coolers remove heat 
generated by components located in 
smaller cabinets, credenzas, lecterns, 
and entertainment centers. Here’s 
how easy it is to install!

Power Cool (PD-COOL) is an 
integrated power distribution and 
cooling solution in a compact 1 
rackspace size.

QBP Series Quiet 
Blower Panels

High CFM Configurable 
Rear Doors

CAB-COOL - Cabinet 
Cooler Installation

Power Distribution 
And Cooling
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Why We Love Them?



Why We Love It

• Luxul products enabled with ProWatch means that in the event 
something goes awry—hey, it happens—remote management can 
assess and correct the problem in a jiffy.

• We keep the show going with Wi-Fi system designed for free by 
engineers when you enroll in CAP provided by Luxul.

• Not familiar with CAP? Don’t sweat it! We have all the info on this 
awesome program on page (X).

Whether it’s a weekly movie night or a monthly movie marathon, you 
need a network that can support it all. Keep your network flowing 
throughout every room in your home with the right Wi-Fi system. 
Legrand | AV offers routers to support not only your connected devices 
but additional access points to optimize your Wi-Fi performance.

NETWORKING GEAR

FOR HOME ENTERTAINMENT NEEDS HOT PRODUCTS
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https://www.legrandav.com/networkdesign


TOOLS &
SERVICES
UNDER ONE ROOF

CONNECT.  STREAM. PLAY.
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©2022 Legrand AV Inc. 220380 Rev A 8/1 All other brand names or marks are used for identification purposes and are 
trademarks of their respective owners. All patents are protected under existing designations. Other patents pending. Chief  |  Da-Lite  |  Luxul  |  MAP |  On-Q  |  Sanus

LEGRAND | AV RESIDENTIAL BRANDS
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